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Can I install a Cargo Ease Slide myself?

Yes, Cargo Ease Slides come will everything you need to install the unit yourself. Basic handle tools such as a drill and wrenches you will need to supply. Also some model slides are very solidly 
made and therefore are quite heavy. It may require 2-3 persons to lift the slide into position.

How do I get my cargo up on the Cargo Ease Slide?

Cargo Ease has a patented Ramp system that makes loading and unloading just about anything quick and easy. These ramps are a part of the slide’s frame so you will never lose your ramps 
again. This Ramp system was voted SEMA’s 2012 best new exterior product.

You can also look on the website for our Cargo Ease Trailer Hitch Crane system as well. This trailer hitch crane is easy to assemble and lifts your cargo, into your bed or onto your slide.

When I slide-out my Cargo Ease will it rub against my pickup truck’s tailgate?

No, All Cargo Ease slides come with a lift kit if required.

What if I need more deck space can the side rails be re-moved?

Yes, But why bother. Cargo Ease has patented folding side rails to address this problem. A quicker option than removing your side rails.

How high o� the Truck Bed do the Cargo Ease Slides sit?

This depends on the model you purchase. But it basically breaks down like this. 
Aluminium Slide less than 3” 
Heritage, Hybrid and Jeep less than 4” 
Commercial, Titan and Dual models about 4.5” 
Full Extension Models is about 5”

What is the warranty?

5 Year limited warranty

How many locking positions does the Cargo Ease Slide have?

3 locking positions are standard. However Jeep and shorter slides only have 2. If you would like your slide to lock every 10-12 inches, please let us know and we will be more than happy to 
accommodate you. You may want to inquire about our patented, Award winning safety brake system. A pad braking system that stops the slide anywhere you let the handle go.

Are the weight capacities full extended weight capacities?

Yes. Cargo Ease tests each slide design to make sure the slide will hold the weight we say at full extension. Always use common sense when loading and unloading your slide. Load from front to 
back and extend the slide only as much as you need when loading and unloading.

How long do I have to wait for my slide?

Most of our slides are ready and in stock at a warehouse near you. 2 – 5 days is normal turnaround time. If you would like a custom slide with various options these will take a bit longer. 3-4 

weeks depending on the options you request.
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Discover other truck bed accessories on our website.

https://www.carid.com/cargo-ease/
https://www.carid.com/bed-accessories.html



